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The View From The Editors Desk.

As I write the view from the editors desk is the morning sun bursting through the
cherry blossom – yes spring is here. Having endured months of cold wet weather we
can now bask in some warmth. What makes this even better is that the racing season
has  started,  the  promise  of  halcyon  days  at  the  track  side  along  with  enjoyable
conversation whilst drinking coffee at the tables outside Tyrells will lure me in the
direction of Snetterton.

Apparently there are those in the club who disagree with me! They seem to prefer
trekking though dark, dank, dismal man-made pine forests in the hope of seeing a
rally car. Yes the car will be travelling fast – possibly sideways – but will there be any
overtaking? Never mind there will be another in one minute!

But it does not have to be like this: Motor Sport Vision (who own Snetterton, Brands,
Cadwell and Oulton Park), along with Motorsport News run a series of single venue
tarmac rallys at the named circuits. Unless I pull my finger out* this years Snetterton
event will  have already been run, with any luck there will  photographic evidence
elsewhere in this issue. However I digress, as a club we have been involved with the
circuit from the moment the idea of using its former runway for motor sport was
conceived. So whether your thing is circuit racing or rallying, be it as a spectator of
competitor Snetterton is a great place to spend a weekend.

Tyrells – Good conversation guaranteed. 

* Failed miserably!



Classic Sports Car Club Season Opener  
Snetterton 10/11 April

Report and pictures by Steve Wyatt

A weekend of two halves

It has always been said about Snetterton that ' if you can see Harling 
Church it's going to rain – if you can't see Harling Chuch it's already raining!'

Saturday started – and finished -wet. Following the first qualifying session, for 
the first race of the new season, long serving FORC supporter Tim Cairns 
started from second slot on the 'Swinging Sixties' grid in the 1380 cc Frogeye 
Sprite. Unusually Tim's race ended in premature retirement after 5 laps but not
before he set fastest lap of the race.

By contrast Sunday started and finished bright and breezy if increasingly chilly.
Once again FORC were up at the front in the first race of the afternoon: Tin 
Tops, with Fressingfield's Carl Chambers starting in third slot at the rolling 
start.

Carl Chambers awaits release from the Snetterton assembly area.



After initially battling with fourth and fifth place men Mark Livens and the 
Hutchings duo Carl rapidly reclaimed third place which he held by a good 
margin to the finish.

Roving commentator, FORC (and SCCN) member, Chris Edwards 
interviews Carl after the finish.



The imposition of the new for 2016 head restraint rule for the first time caused
problems at the driver change pit stops especialiy for the closed car brigade, 
particulaly those in the lower roof GT's. 

FORC members Jim Utting and Richard Drake qualified fourteenth for the 
Modern Classics race  in the Alfa Romeo 3 Litre GTV. Time spent before the 
race practising their driver change in the paddock was to pay off as despite 
some transient technical snags the pair nevertheless improved to 13th out of 26
at the flag. 

Pit action as the Utting/Drake Alfa takes the driver change window.

The following photographs were taken at the same meeting by Richard Styles to 
whom we are extremely grateful.
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Leigh Sebba can verify that the Saturday was wet!
©Richard Styles

                                                                                                                                                                                                                     ©Richard Styles

However Silverstone was rather pleasant.



Dear Readers,  sorry for the tardiness of this report but I was trying to guilt
someone else into writing and failed……
So to save disappointment these jottings will cover (but not in detail as I am
getting old and can remember things from 1968 but not yesterday!!!

1. The Cambridge Classic Run 17.04.16
2. The Club AGM 26.04.16
3. The last 12 Car of the season 29.04.16
4. Middlewich Stages at Woodbridge 01.05.16
5. The South Suffolk Classic 08.05.16
6. DC’s Tostig (Wickford AC )Targa 22.05.16

Report 1:
Cambridge Car Club ran their annual classic run on Sunday 17 th May….a lovely day
40ish  cars  of  varying vintage.  CCC based the  run out  of  Duxford  Museum,  and
having included entry in the entry (not sure about the grammar there) they made sure
we had a good run and a mid afternoon finish to give us plenty of time to tour the
venue.  We covered ?? miles.  A nice route with coffee and cakes at the mid break.
For Scuderia Skuse it was the first outing of the SAAB 900i (see photo) 

Report 2:
The club held its AGM at Burstall Village Hall with copious amounts of Coffee and
Cake (Thank you Ann) Nobody volunteered for anything and nobody resigned so it
was quite a short meeting. Four items of note firstly the club ran more events last year
than the year before, the club has more paid up members than the year before (and
some of them are under 50!!), Thirdly with the increasing activity in the club, we
wish to add a further event this year we discussed the need for Chief Marshall and I
said I would ask for volunteers so anyone interested please contact Ian Rowles. and
finally and most importantly The Herbert Trophy for contribution to the club though
out the previous year was awarded to Tony Burchnall (more than deserving)

For photos see ECMC Facebook page



Report 3:
Julie (Mrs Skuse) and I completed in our 5th and final 12 car of this winter season. It
was a bit of a trek over to Bishops Stortford but they ran a full entry with the added
novelty of running the first 2 cards in fading sunlight …….difficult for the drivers. I
thought we had done well with 2 penalties and 29mins lateness but as usual a number
of crews did better (6 to be exact) – A fine end to the season just shows it does not
have to be difficult to produce a result…..though some of the LWR junctions (Long
Way Round) were very tight for a SAAB 9-3 estate and subsequently we did find we
had knocked the rear box off the exhaust.

No Photos……….sorry

Report 4:
After a ‘perturbation’ last year, RAF Woodbridge is back open for events (Though it
is  formally  titled  Woodbridge  Airfield  and  Rock  Barracks).  The  first  being  the
Alglass Middlewich stages single venue rally. We supported event with a number of
marshall/officials – there with more marshals than you could shake a stick at it. So
we got bored and stared exploring the old infrastructure …..eerie!. It ran slickly but
unfortunately the only ECMC interest John and Laura Cooledge in the Anglia retired
at lunch time.

Report 5:
This was the 8th running of this an annual joint WSMC/ECMC event – it was WSMC
turn to take the lead this year. Starting in Sudbury, taking in the MOD police vehicle
museum at Weathersfield, and lunch at Anglesey Abbey (Cambridge CC), with the
finish  at  the  South  Suffolk  Show (WSMC).  Just  under  50  entries,  from,  a  1925
Bullnose  Morris  Oxford driven from Steeple  Bumstead through to a  lovely  1979
Alpha Alfetta Milano convertible to a 2012 Morgan 3 wheeler and lots in-between.
ECMCs contribution this year was the Start, with parking (husbands) and signing on
(wives)., we also supplied the course closing car (it was more of a course closing
convoy). Yet another nice day with a string of new people and enquires. For us it was
a second ‘shakedown’ run for the SAAB 900i. The MOD police transport museum
was a little jem.  A point of note Tony Burchnall lent ‘The Sphinx’ to the WSMC
stand, an interesting 1960s hill climb prototype with the wheels in diamond formation
(1 at the front, 2 in the middle and 1 at the rear) – it was assembled at Downton
engineering  and  …….  it  also  tilts.  Tony  you  need  to  write  something  on  it.
Additionally the club got a live interview on BBC Radio Suffolk the evening before
where Julie confessed her husband was ‘individual’ and likes SAABs and she wants a
Daimler, but there is no such thing as bad publicity (apparently)

For photos see ECMC Facebook page

And finally Report 6: 
Greenbelt and Wickford ran a Targa at Woodbridge, with and entry of 60 the hanger 



area and more than half of the main runway to play with there was some serious 
miles run.  ECMC were well represented:

• Andrew Smith & Mark Redgate (3rd in class) ran their tidy MG ZR they 
enjoyed the day - often taking the more scenic routes so they could enjoy it 
more.

• The Petersons turned up in force – the event did not suit John’s Mini but even 
so came 2nd in class. Mark’s Clio performed very well winning his class and 
finished 6th overall (see photo)

• Kevin Fisher with Daniel Warner ran a very standard Ford Focus which 
completed test 2 on a spacesaver tyre - the first car to run a spacesaver but not 
the last – more on tyre problems later.

There was a shortage of navigators so a number of drivers tried the left hand seat with
varying degrees of success. It was a warm day but the insect life at our end of the
runway meant the Neil Wacket and I spent all day running a test finish covered in
various  insects  –  though none of  them appeared to  bite.  The event  ran with and
adequate number of marshals but with minimum cones it left the opportunity for a bit
of corner cutting which proved to be very expensive in tyres (6 punctures on the same
kerb on test 11 as well more on other tests) My highlight the mother/son duo/duel
drive of Rebecca and Kayne Lockwood, they never stopped laughing throughout the
event as they were both making mistakes as both driver and navigator, the bushes that
scattered the tests were well explored and they drove it home.

    

More photos available on the ECMC Facebook page.

Many thanks to Nick Skuse for compiling this.... does anyone know how 
many miles Scuderia Skuse covered in the Cambridge Car Club run?



MSVR Bolton Midnight Stages Rally.

Snetterton 15th May.









Many thanks to Steve Wyatt of the Fressingfield Oily Rag Club for the use
of the photographs.



The 2016  FELIXSTOWE and KERRIDGES CLASSIC.

It gets bigger  it gets better  . . .

I’ve lost track  -  it is either the 46th or the 47 run for classic cars from Ipswich
to Felixstowe but what does a year matter between friends  And friends they
all are – the annual pilgrimage from a packed Christchurch Park to a crowded
Felixstowe Sea Front for an entry of about 660 vehicles of all shapes and
sizes.  

Tim Hanman had the plumb job of welcoming all the cars onto our patch in
the park and, as he said, it makes a change for the drivers to come to you
rather than having to go to the static exhibits once they have parked up. A
smiling face at the start sets everyone up for a good day.  Dan Pearson was
in charge of parking and adopted a different role to what has been ( long )
tradition.  The front cars were fanned out in a big arc so you had a good
panoramic view.  Then there is the guessing game – how many spectators ?
If you told me 8000 I would not argue, and there is a good case to say 10,000
The beautiful weather bought out a number I have never see before.  

Just when it was going so well !!    This dear little boy, maybe three, maybe
four years old was intent on pressing the horn on one of the cars. Surely his
parents could see we were getting a bit fed up.  Yet nobody moved.  Then the
horrible truth dawned – his mum and dad were nowhere to be seen !!   In all
the years we have run the show we have never encountered such a situation
before.  The little fellow was full  of energy and very difficult to restrain. To
make matters worse, he spoke not a word.  Was he deaf; was he dumb; how
to you stop him without using too much force ?   Then we realised that the
Event Control was on one of the Ipswich Transport Museum buses and said
vehicle was now on it's way to Felixstowe.  Belatedly we realised that the
correct option was to phone the Police.  A squad car was there in very short
order and junior was offered a ride in a Police car.  His reaction was not that
of a deaf person !  He soon jumped into the passenger seat and the car blue
lighted it’s was across the park.   Some 250 yards away – out of sight from
our display -  mum and dad were at the fence enclosed children’s play area
and going out of their minds over where their boy had got to.   

On the dot at 11.30 the convoy started to roll out of the park, headed by the a-
fore mentioned control bus.  By 12.40 our job was done. All I had to do was
collect up the pylons, the marker tape used to guide cars in, and a hi-viz bib.
Pylons no problem. Tape ?  no sign  Bib, also nicked !   Next year we will take
smaller pylons so Mr. Lightfingers can get them into his car easily !!

The picture in the East Anglian said it all.  You can just make out the roofs on
three cars  – the rest  of  the picture in  packed spectators.  I  have heard it



suggested that 18,000  Yes,  eighteen Thousand people were on the prom.
The local Scouts have a hot dog stall and they served up a colossal number
of filled rolls and tucked a few bob into the funds to keep the pack going.
That sounds to me like a lovely reward for all our hard work and one more
reason for keeping this event running.  

The cedar tree in the background was a mere twig when Bernard
first marshalled the Felixstowe Run!

What a difference a week makes !!    Now it is my turn to join the queue.  This
time it is a beautiful rural setting of the South Suffolk Show at Ampton. and
the snake wound its way onto the car park.  The showground was a finish
venue for another of the Kerridges of Needham Market sponsored classic car
runs.  A first for the two organising clubs – us and West Suffolk – was the
closure of part of North Street in Sudbury for the start.  Flagged away to the
checkpoint at RAF Wethersfield via a scenic route and then on to Anglesea
Abbey before an arrival at Ampton.  Behind the scenes there was an issue
with getting the very smart start gantry taken down and transformed into a
finish gantry.  With a big ‘rugby sevens’ event in Bury, and the superb weather
bringing out a crowd, traffic around Bury had ground to a halt.  Ian sat in the
queue for over half an hour. On arrival he was directed to the wrong gate, and
then  there  was  a  supposed  problem of  the  rattly  gantry  on  a  car  trailer
spooking all the horses.  Which is why you do not see any photos of the finish
in this Newsletter.    

Last  year  we had a stand in  a prime position alongside one of  the main
walkways. This time we were just inside one of the entrances.  I can see the
organisers concern at having vehicle movements around the fair ground area
– sooner or later someone is going to get knocked over – but we had been



spoilt a bit previously so the change was noticeable.  Even so, there was “
business to be done” and Tony’s very unusual diamond wheel base sprint and
hill climb car attracted considerable interest.  Being as much in the dark as
anyone ( except Tony ) I mugged up on the script and added the tale about
the tail. For a number of years the car was parked by the Strand in Ipswich,
showing the two Cortina Mark One rear lights. Thousands of people drove
past it over a number of years, without getting too excited. You’ll have to ask
Tony how it found its way to a barn somewhere after a long loan spell at the
Montague Motor Museum.  During the early days the Sphinx had connections
with Alan Mann Racing, as did one of our visitors.  He reminisced on the old
days of a quick rush from work on a Friday night, hop on the ferry and turn up
all bright eyed for another round of the European Touring Car Championship
on Saturday practice.  Clear up quickly after the main race and as quickly as
possible to Zeebrugge for the night boat back to Felixstowe.  “Bin there; done
that” with the John Powell Rally team. Like me, the choice turned up and he
was  offered  a  chance  to  go  professional.   Secure  job,  big  mortgage.;
dependant  relatives;  living  the  dream.   We both  made the  same lifestyle
choice.  Right or Wrong ??             

Another gentleman asked me to pass on to Leigh his appreciation of the two
journals Leigh regularly produces.  He found a great deal of interest  -  wait till
he reads this – and wished Leigh the best for the future.

I’ve never been to an Oily Rage Club meeting so I could not really help my
next enquirer with contacts.  May be next time Oily Rag could have a display
board.  

And on the subject of clubs I tried to iron out the distinction between Anglia
Motor  Sport  Club,  the Anglian  Rally  Club  -  talk  to  Dick  Lines  and Roger
Waters - and the old version and new one of East Anglian Car Club Ltd for an
ex WSMC member, but not sure I altogether succeeded !!. 
  
An admirer of the Talbot – not on the entry list but he just thought we’d like to
see his car and so he would get  in the show.  My knowledge of  Vintage
Sports Car Club trials and hill  climbs was very limited so I  let him do the
talking in the hope that next time someone asks about VSCC I can be of
more use.  I  gather that the car has the original ash wood chassis and a
recently fitted new superstructure.  Classic or modern ?  Don’t ask me !!

Now you are not going to believe this  !!  A little boy was wondering round the
horse boxes trying to find his mum.  Lost and very upset. We promptly took
him to the entrance marshal, they radioed to control; control put out a call
over the public address.  Matter sorted in a few minutes.  If you are taking a
child to this type of function make sure junior has some identification by way
of a dog tag  (  USAF slang  sorry  )  or a wrist band with a mobile phone



number on it.  Could tell you a very long story about that and the John Powell
Rally Team but you’ve had quite enough of me for one day !!

My old pins told me it is enough for one day and the thought of sitting in a
queue for half an hour on the exit said it was time to go home before the
“rush”.   Many thanks to Kerridges of Needham Market for their continued
support and to all who helped along the way.  Next year  ?  It gets bigger  it
gets  better  There is a challenge. 

                                                                                               Bernard Baker 

There was supposed to be a couple of lines to congratulate seventeen
year old Chloe Hewitt for passing both her driving test and then her
ARDS test. It would then have read good luck Chloe in your first race.
However this girl sets a pace that is too quick for your editor.....

OPERATION MINI

The  last  month  or  so  has  been  somewhat  hectic,  with  my  AS  exams
arriving quickly, there’s no time for anything motorsport ….

So on the 20th April I went for my driving test, passing with 3 minors, so
rung mum and dad, mum was ecstatic dad was – “right lets book your
ARDS (Association of Racing Drivers School)  test”.

My ARDS was booked at Brands Hatch for the 12 of May, mum took me
and sat around waiting while I did the classroom bit, then saw a few cars
racing around she realised I was driving already in a Peugeot RCZ; a bit
faster than my Suzuki!

So I walked out of the car with a race licence too (PASSED)

THAT’S TWO (tick);

Dad arranged to collect my racing car the following Tuesday from Mini



Challenge and also booked a last minute test evening at Snetterton. When
we got there it was rather wet. I went out with my tutor Ashley Davies and
he gave me a couple of hours of tuition then I went out with dad as my
passenger. After 5 laps he asked to pull in saying he felt sick due to being
driven around the outside of corners for the grip.

Saturday  was  the  usual  karting  weekend  so  I  stepped  down to  let  my
young brother Fred race but helped him on the spanners. On the Sunday I
took part in my first Targa Rally. Two seats for me; first navigating for
Marcus Keeble  and then quickly  turn around into my Suzuki  with dad
navigating. Our day went well with no damage and 33rd overall out of 59
on my first event.

Then it began! The week that took us up to the first race meeting for the
Mini. On the Tuesday we took the car up to the rolling road for a power
run. Followed by the car being stickered on the Wednesday and Thursday.
On  the  Friday  we  made  last  minute  adjustments  to  the  plan  for  the
weekend, before setting off, with the lorry and the car and trailer. When we
finally arrived at Silverstone it all became slightly overwhelming; as it all
felt like it was becoming real. We were then later joined by the two 
mechanics Simon and Dale.



When everyone had arrived we finally got to work; we had a few people
comment on the car, however by this time it was relatively dark and late so
there wasn’t to many people about. This allowed us the chance to apply the
stickers of both the championship sponsors and our own sponsors onto the
Mini.  So I  got  sent to  bed while the team got  the car ready (midnight
apparently).

The morning brought sun, tyres, fuel and signing on. Before I knew it we
were lining up ready for qualifying (having never driven the car in the dry)
My first time out very daunting amongst 30 cars, but I set a time good
enough to put me at the back of my class 7th.

The first race was due to set off in in 3 hours would from this point and
would contain, Cooper S cars which use a Dunlop full slick tyre, Open
Class (my class) use Dunlop treaded tyres and fixed ECU, then the Cooper
Class who also run a full slick and are the usual entry level car. There were
five  entrants  in  the  Cooper  S  class,  seven  in  the  Open  Class  and
approximately twenty in the Cooper class behind us. 

Race 1. 
I  got  away fairly  well  with  the  Cooper  class  having a  ten  second  gap
behind me I had plenty of time, my laps were consistent and went well, I
caught slower Coopers and overtook them but 2 laps from the end the
Cooper S class caught me which got very busy as I was overtaking the
Cooper Class and the Cooper S class were overtaking me, anyway I set a
1:11:39 lap very good and not a scratch, 5th in class and 10th overall.



Race 2 was on Sunday morning,  dull  and cold.  The guys changed the
suspension to a harder setting and sent me out. The car was much more
responsive and kept my class in sight even catching them into the corners;
the new set up suited me! I was gaining confidence and this showed in my
lap times (1:09:73 taking nearly 3 seconds off), the Cooper S class were
unable to catch me and I finished 5th in class and 11th overall.

For Race 3, I found myself on the reverse grid in pole for the 20 Minute
race. I had a good start but at the first corner two cars came past and then a
third quickly followed through. I managed to stick to him like glue which
left three cars behind me, this race was spot on! I held fourth for five laps 
and as I was catching up the third place I saw an opportunity to overtake.
Seizing the moment I missed a gear and over-revved the engine which then
cut out. I pulled to the side trying to restart it but as it burst into life the
Cooper class came flying past. I went off and back to the pit lane where I
got to the team to checked the car and cleaned any grass from the front,
sending me out to complete the remaining minutes of the race. With the
race distance completed and back in parc-ferme I learnt that I had set the
second quickest time in class up until that point in the race – absolutely
heart wrenching. However due to drop outs I finished 22nd overall and 6th

in class with a lap time of 1.09.33.



Thanks to  Simon and Dale  we all  had a  fantastic  weekend,  and not  a
scratch  to  the  car.  Everything  went  perfectly  and  we  are  all  looking
towards our next race at Brands Hatch on the 16th / 17th  July.  Come and
give us a look in, we shall be easy to find just look for the zebra racing
stripes. 
                                                                                                 Chloe Hewitt

Regular readers of Classic & Sportscar would have seen amongst its pages
Michael Ware's Lost & Found article featuring John Holder's Cannon trials
car which has a long E.C.M.C. history. Originally owned by Mike & Rita
Daniels  and  then  Arthur  Davy  the  coal  merchant  from Yoxford.  When
Arthur finished competing with it he parked it in his shed and there it lain
until four years after his death. Michael is always keen to hear of motors
that have resurfaced having faced internment for a number of years, so if
you know of any email me and I will forward it on.

-



Commissioned  as  a  surprise  birthday  present  by  his  family;  Martin
Newson – the Chairman of SCCoN –  has been captured for all time in a
painting by motor sport artist Andrew Kitson. That is the sort of present
any enthusiast would like to receive.

-

http://motorsport-news.co.uk/

http://motorsport-news.co.uk/


-



Smith Security Services had their top man ensuring nobody got near the cars in Parc
Ferme on this years Plains Rally

Mark Redgate accepts the Marshalls Award on behalf of himself

and joint winner Andy Smith.....



… and Tony Burchnall receives the Dennis Herbert Trophy. 

“A worthy winner”

Classified Adverts.



MAZDA  MX5
Servicing
Tuning

Track Day & Race Preparation
Accident Damage Repaired

Four Wheel Alignment
Rust Proofing

Sponsor of the: 
Michael Cleverley 

AMSC 2016 AutoSOLO Challenge 
Mazda MX5 Trophy.

Valley Farm Business Unit
New Street
Stradbroke
IP21 5JL

www.mx5expert.com/
Telephone 01379 384046

http://www.mx5expert.com/


-

SCOLE ENGINEERING.
Rolling Road Facilities 

Webber & S.U carburettor jetting.
Vintage & Modern

Telephone 01379 740940

-
SAFELY FAST

Increase your confidence and enjoyment, car control,
self analysis and the ability to relax and break those

bad habits.

Whether it is the Nurburgring or your local airfield,
our personal support and encouragement can make the

difference in a highly complex sport.

Corporate clients are especially welcome.

A Grade ARDS Qualified Track Driving Instructor

With 10 Years Experience.

For details contact John Norington on :-

www.safelyfast.co.uk/

http://www.safelyfast.co.uk/


PHOTO ELITE
For All Your Photographic & Copying Needs.

13 MARKET HILL – DISS – IP22 4JZ
photoelite  diss  @gmail.com
Telephone 01379 640452

-

 KERRIDGES of Needham Market.

Telephone 01449 720222

Dissigns
signmakers

For all your Signage
& Vehicle Graphics
Tel. 01379 740606

www.dissigns.co.uk

-

http://www.dissigns.co.uk/
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com


PUGSPORT RACING
(C.M. CHAMBERS CARS)

Peugeot Specialist
Unit 3 The Forge 

Church Road
Weybread
IP21 5TQ

www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/
Telephone. 07889 082466.

-

I.S.L.A. Motor Sport.
Fabrication
Paintwork
Restoration

Accident Damage
Unit 2 

Gilray Road
Diss 

IP22 4EU

-

http://www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/


Norwich
01603 40 60 50

www.richard-drake.co.uk

-

Alfa Romeo & Fiat Spare Part Specialist
www.alfashop.co.uk/

http://www.richard-drake.co.uk/


Mark Peacock
Land Rover

A “Proper” Land Rover Man
For

“Proper” Land Rover Owners
For A

“Proper Job”

Stradbroke
Suffolk

IP21 5JE

01379 384280

www.markpeacocklr.co.uk/ 

STOP PRESS

Some important  news that  the major  motor  racing publications may have  missed
which should be reported never the less. MSV the owners of Snetterton now sell their
own  brand  of  dark  chocolate  in  Tyrells  Restaurant.  In  the  interest  of  consumer
research your editor ate a bar that contained 57% cocoa (Cadbury Bournville is 36%)

and very nice it was to! 

http://www.markpeacocklr.co.uk/
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